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Twistors and 3-symmetri spaes
Jean-Baptiste Butruille
Abstrat  We desribe omplex twistor spaes over inner 3-symmetri spaes G/H, suh
that H ats transitively on the bre. Like in the symmetri ase, these are ag manifolds G/K
where K is the entralizer of a torus in G. Moreover, they arry an almost omplex struture
dened using the horizontal distribution of the normal onnetion on G/H, that oinides
with the omplex struture assoiated to a paraboli subgroup P ⊂ GC if it is integrable.
Conversely, starting from a omplex ag manifold GC/P , there exists a natural bration with
omplex bres on a 3-symmetri spae, alled bration of degree 3.
1. Introdution
Twistor theory is a story that begins in dimension 4 : let (M, g) be an oriented
Riemannian 4-manifold, beause of the deomposition, at the Lie algebra level, so(4) ≃
sp(1)⊕ sp(1), the bundle of 2-forms splits into
Λ
2 = Λ2+ ⊕Λ2−
The twistor spae ofM is dened to be Z , the unit sphere bundle in Λ2−. It an be seen
as the bundle whose setions are the almost omplex strutures (or the Kähler forms)
on M , ompatible with the metri and orientation. It is this last denition we use in
even dimension higher than 6. The bre Zx ≃ CP (1), or the vertial distribution, are
equipped with a natural, and in fat with two opposite omplex strutures whih may be
ompleted using the horizontal distribution indued by the Levi Civita onnetion : the
resulting almost omplex struture J1 on Z is integrable, for one hoie of orientation of
the bre, as soon as the manifold is self-dual, meaning that the Weyl tensor takes values
in Λ
2
+, while with the other hoie of orientation, we get an almost omplex struture
J2 never integrable.
Unfortunately, this has muh to do with the representations of SO(4) and generalizes
quite bad in higher dimensions. However, solutions to the problem of nding omplex
twistor spaes over a Riemannian manifold M of dimension 2n ≥ 6, non loally on-
formally at, exist if we suppose it is equipped furthermore with some G-struture,
G  SO(2n). We enter then the eld of speial geometries. So far, the researh on spe-
ial geometries and twistor spaes has been mainly foused, quite naturally, on speial
holonomies (for example Kähler, or quaternion-Kähler manifolds), inluding symmetri
spaes. We are interested here in speial geometries with torsion, i.e. the ase where
the G-struture is not underlying a Riemannian holonomy redution.
1
2Nearly Kähler manifolds are quite representative of the speial geometries with tor-
sion, for several reasons. Firstly they onsist in almost Hermitian manifolds (M, g, J)
whih are not Kählerian, but not either omplex (J is not integrable), nor symple-
ti (the Kähler form ω is not losed). So they are as far as possible of integrable
strutures. However, the ondition imposed on the G-struture to dene them is quite
simple : we ask ∇ω, where ∇ is the Levi-Civita onnetion, to be a 3-form, ∀X ∈ TM ,
∇Xω = 13ιXdω. Seondly, the lassiation of nearly Kähler manifolds is intimately
related to a lass of homogeneous, non symmetri manifolds (suh a homogeneous spae
K/H is thus an example of a H-manifold with torsion) : the 3-symmetri spaes. In-
deed, it was shown in [9℄ that all homogeneous nearly Kähler manifolds are of that
type and in fat these are the only ompat (or equivalently omplete) known exam-
ples. And thirdly, in dimension 6, nearly Kähler manifolds have a further redution to
SU(3) and belong, though not to the series of speial holonomies, to another series : the
weak holonomies, like Einstein-Sasaki manifolds in dimension 5 or nearly parallel G2-
manifolds in dimension 7. Kähler geometry, Riemannian holonomy, symmetri spaes :
the study of nearly Kähler manifolds gives a generalization of these three notions that
doesn't onsist only in weakening the denition but in imposing new, orthogonal ondi-
tions that still determine useful identities, for example on the urvature (this onstitutes
one of the motivations given by the major ontributor of the eld, Alfred Gray, see e.g.
[18℄).
Moreover, nearly Kähler manifolds are already related to twistor theory. Indeed,
it was shown by Eels, Salamon [15℄ that the twistor spae Z of a self-dual Einstein
manifold has a natural Kähler struture (g1, J1) (f [17, 20℄) but also a natural nearly
Kähler struture (g2, J2). The same holds, as proved in [1℄ or [21℄, on the twistor spae
of a quaternion-Kähler manifold with positive salar urvature. And if the base is
symmetri, then Z is a 3-symmetri spae. On the other hand, S6 ≃ G2/SU(3) has
a omplex Riemannian twistor spae, beause it is loally onformally at, and inside
this one, a redued twistor spae, isomorphi to G2/U(2), invariant by SU(3).
Inspired by this last example, we look, in this artile like in a previous one [10℄, for
twistor spaes with integrable almost omplex struture on nearly Kähler manifolds.
Aording to Nagy [22℄, nearly Kähler, omplete, simply onneted manifolds deom-
pose, in all dimensions, in a Riemannian produt of :
(i) 3-symmetri spaes,
(ii) twistor spaes of non loally symmetri, irreduible, quaternion-Kähler manifolds,
(iii) 6-dimensional, non loally 3-symmetri, stritly nearly Kähler manifolds.
In [10℄ we were onerned by (iii), i.e. 6-dimensional manifolds, going bak to a prob-
lem left opened by O'Brian, Rawnsley [23℄. The results were not fully satisfatory, from
our point of view, sine only S6 and Kählerian manifolds, or almost Hermitian mani-
folds loally onformal to them, were given a omplex twistor spae with our method.
We onsider now the ase of (i). This time we were able to generalize the bration
G2/U(2) → G2/SU(3) ≃ S6. The reason is we only used in [10℄ the redution of the
strutural group to U(n) while we take advantage here of the full holonomy redution
H of ∇, the anonial Hermitian onnetion of our 3-symmetri spae G/H .
3The paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 is devoted to some quite general prelim-
inaries. We give the denition of nearly Kähler manifolds. Setion 3 is a presentation
of 3-symmetri spaes based on the isotropy representation. We show that the normal
onnetion of a Riemannian 3-symmetri spae (3-symmetri homogeneous spaes are
always redutive) oïnides with the intrinsi onnetion of a anonial almost Hermit-
ian struture dened on it. As a onsequene, we are able to give a new haraterization
of loally 3-symmetri spaes (see theorem 3.6) as a partiular ase of Ambrose-Singer
manifolds. However, it an be seen as a reinterpration, in terms of the intrinsi on-
netion, of equations given by Gray in [18℄. Moreover, it generalizes a remark of Nagy
in [22℄ in the nearly Kähler ase. In setion 4 we explain how to onstrut a twistor
spae Z and its almost omplex struture on a H-manifold with torsion, suh that the
group H ats transitively on the bre, using a H-onnetion. In setion 5 we extend
the work of Burstall, Rawnsley [12℄ and others on symmetri spaes to a general re-
dutive homogeneous spae G/H , suh that the groups G and H have same rank. We
are partiularly interested in the ase of 3-symmetri spaes (then, our hypothesis is
equivalent to s, the automorphism of order 3 dening our spae, being inner, like in
the symmetri ase). Twistor spaes onstruted on G/H , following the plan of setion
4, are ag manifolds. By this we mean a homogeneous spae G/K where K is the
entralizer of a torus in G. In partiular G ats transitively on them and integrability
onditions (23), (24), translate into algebrai onditions (25) on a subspae n+ of the
omplexied Lie algebra gC. Invariant omplex strutures on ag manifolds are given
by paraboli subgroups P ⊂ GC suh that K = P ∩G and so G/K ≃ GC/P . Our main
result of this setion (theorem 5.12) is then that the natural almost omplex struture
assoiated to the normal onnetion on the twistor spae is integrable if and only it is
given by suh an isomorphism. We summarize this :
Theorem 1.1. Let M = G/H be a normal homogeneous spae suh that G and H have
same rank. Let (Z,J ) be the Riemannian twistor spae of M , equipped with the almost
omplex struture assoiated to the normal onnetion. Then
(i) Z is an almost omplex submanifold of (Z ,J ) if and only if it is isomorphi to a
ag manifold G/K, where K is a subgroup of H.
(ii) Supposing (i), (Z,J ) is a omplex manifold if and only if it is isomorphi to a
omplex ag manifold GC/P .
Conversely, starting with a omplex ag manifold GC/P , we dene a bration with
omplex bres over a 3-symmetri spae, alled bration of degree 3. We use the same
tools as Burstall and Rawnsley [12℄ for the onstrution of their anonial bration,
going from a ag manifold to a symmetri spae. The results of setion 5 are applied, in
the last two setions, to 3-symmetri spaes : in setion 6, to examples whih we found
enlightening, and in setion 7 systematially to two types of inner 3-symmetri spaes
in the lassiation of Gray and Wolf [30℄ : isotropy irreduible 3-symmetri spaes, like
the sphere S6 ≃ G2/SU(3) ; and twistor spaes over symmetri spaes, like CP (2q+1),
the twistor spae of H(q). The former were rst disovered by Wolf in [29℄ : indeed,
in the list given p281, all homogeneous spaes are symmetri, exept six 3-symmetri
spaes and one 5-symmetri spae.
4Theorem 1.2. Isotropy irreduible 3-symmetri spaes G/H have a omplex twistor
spae G/K suh that
(i) the bre, H/K, is isomorphi to CP (2) ≃ SU(3)/U(2), exept for E8/SU(9) where
the bre is CP (8) ≃ SU(9)/U(8).
(ii) G/K → G/H is the bration of degree 3.
Aknowledgement : thank you as always to Andrei (Moroianu) for his preious advie.
2. Preliminaries
The objets  nearly Kähler, 3-symmetri spaes  we deal with in this artile are
both "algebrai" (sine they are isomorphi to a quotient of Lie groups) and "geometri"
(sine they are almost Hermitian dierentiable manifolds). So we need two sorts of
preliminaries. First, onerning Lie algebras and representation theory :
Denition 2.1. Let a be a Lie algebra. The derived series (a(i))i≥1 of a is dened by
a(1) = a and a(i+1) = [a(i), a(i)]
The entral desending series of a are (ai)i≥1 where
a1 = a, ai+1 = [a1, ai]
Denition 2.2. A Lie algebra a is alled solvable if there exists an r ∈ N suh that
a(r) = {0}. It is alled nilpotent if there exists r suh that ar = {0}.
Denition 2.3. Let g be the Lie algebra of a ompat semi-simple Lie group G.
A paraboli subalgebra p is a subalgebra that ontains a maximal solvable subalgebra of
gC.
The paraboli subalgebras are desribed using a root system. Let T ⊂ G be a maximal
torus, t its Lie algebra. We denote by R the root system assoiated to T , i.e. the set of
non zero weights of the adjoint representation Ad of G on the omplexied Lie algebra
gC = g ⊗R C. Let B be a hoie of simple roots. For β ∈ B, α ∈ R, denote by nβ(α)
the oeient along β of α in the deomposition
α =
∑
β∈B
nβ(α)β
relative to the base B. By the denition of the simple roots, α is a positive root (α ∈ R+)
if and only if nβ(α) > 0 for all β ∈ B. More generally dene, for a subset A ⊂ B,
nA =
∑
β∈A
nβ
Again, α ∈ R+ implies nA(α) ≥ 0 and nA(α) = 0 if and only if nβ(α) = 0 for all β ∈ A.
Denote by gα ⊂ gC the 2-dimensional weight spae relative to a root α. The weight
spae relative to 0 is simply tC. Denote, also, by [[gα]] the real root spae :
[[gα]] = g ∩ (gα ⊕ g−α).
5Theorem 2.4. For eah subset A of B, the summand
(1) pA = t
C ⊕
∑
nA(α)≥0
gα
is a paraboli subalgebra of gC and moreover, eah paraboli subalgebra an be written
in this form for a ertain root system and a hoie of simple roots.
We deompose pA into
(2) pA = k
C
A ⊕ l+A
where
(3) kA = g ∩ pA = t⊕
∑
nA(α)=0
[[gα]], l+A =
∑
nA(α)>0
gα
Let
l−A = l
+
A =
∑
nA(α)<0
gα,
gC = pA ⊕ l−A
Lemma 2.5. The summand l+A is a nilpotent subalgebra. In fat, it is the nilradial
(the maximum nilpotent subalgebra) of pA.
Let's ome to the geometri preliminaries. They deal with almost Hermitian mani-
folds, then with nearly Kähler manifolds.
An almost Hermitian manifold is a real manifold M of dimension m = 2n with a
redution of the frame bundle to the unitary group U(n) (a U(n)-struture) or equiv-
alently with a Riemannian metri g and an almost omplex struture J (J2 = −Id),
ompatible in the sense that, ∀X, Y ∈ TM , g(JX, JY ) = g(X, Y ). Given g, J , we on-
strut a third tensor, a dierential 2-form ω, alled the Kähler form of M and dened
by
ω(X, Y ) = g(JX, Y ).
Let ∇ be the Levi-Civita onnetion of g. The set of metri onnetions is an ane
spae modeled on the spae of setions of Λ
1 ⊗ so(m), where so(m) is the bundle of
skew-symmetri endomorphisms of TM . In other words, if ∇˜ is a metri onnetion,
the dierene ∇− ∇˜ is a so(m)-valued 1-form. Now the set of Hermitian onnetions,
that is onnetions ∇˜ satisfying not only ∇˜g = 0 but also ∇˜J = 0, is an ane subspae
of the previous one, modeled on Γ(Λ1 ⊗ u(n)), where u(n) is the adjoint bundle of the
U(n)-struture, identied with the bundle of skew-symmetri endomorphisms of the
tangent bundle ommuting with J . In other words, ∇− ∇˜ deomposes into
(4)
Λ
1 ⊗ so(m) = Λ1 ⊗ u(n)⊥ ⊕ Λ1 ⊗ u(n)
∇− ∇˜ = η + ξ
6where the tensor η is independant on the hoie of the Hermitian onnetion. Let ∇ be
the unique Hermitian onnetion suh that ξ = 0 or
∇−∇ = η
Denition 2.6. We all ∇ the intrinsi onnetion, or the anonial Hermitian on-
netion, of (M, g, J). Then we all η the intrinsi torsion of the U(n)-struture or the
almost Hermitian manifold.
The torsion T of ∇ and η, the intrinsi torsion, are related by
T (X, Y ) = ηXY − ηYX
Furthermore η an be omputed expliitely :
∀X ∈ TM, ηX = 1
2
J ◦ (∇XJ)
Then, η = 0 if and only if J is parallel for the Levi-Civita onnetion, i.e. M is
Kählerian, or the Riemannian holonomy is ontained in U(n). Now,
Denition 2.7. An almost Hermitian manifold (M, g, J) is alled nearly Kähler if the
intrinsi torsion is totally skewsymmetri,
∀X ∈ TM, (∇XJ)X = 0
Equivalently, the ovariant derivative of ω is a 3-form :
∇ω = 1
3
dω
beause the Levi-Civita onnetion has no torsion.
Denote by λ
p,q
the bundle of r-forms of type (p, q), p+q = r. If p 6= q, the intersetion
of λ
p,q ⊕ λq,p with the real forms is the bundle [[λp,q]] ⊂ Λr of real forms of type
(p, q) + (q, p). But if p = q, λp,p is already the omplexiation of [λp,p], the bundle of
real forms of type (p, p). Now, the metri g gives the isomorphisms u(n) ≃ [λ1,1] and
u(n)⊥ ≃ [[λ2,0]] and there is a deomposition,
Λ
1 ⊗ u(n)⊥ ≃ [[λ1,0 ⊗ λ2,0]]⊕ [[λ0,1 ⊗ λ2,0]](5)
≃ [[λ3,0]]⊕ [[U1]]⊕ [[λ2,10 ]]⊕Λ1(6)
This is the irreduible deomposition of the representation Λ
1 ⊗ u(n)⊥ of U(n) at eah
point. The totally skewsymmetri tensors are the setions of the bundle isomorphi to
[[λ3,0]]. Then, M is nearly Kähler if and only if η ∈ [[λ3,0]] whereas omplex manifolds
are haraterized by η ∈ [[λ2,1]], and dω = 0 (the manifold M is sympleti, or almost
Kähler) is equivalent to η being a setion of the unidentied bundle [[U1]].
With this denition, Kählerian manifolds are nearly Kähler but we want to treat
them separately so we give the following denition :
Denition 2.8. A nearly Kähler manifold is alled strit (stritly nearly Kähler man-
ifold) if there exist no vetor X ∈ TM suh that ∇XJ is identially zero.
7Nearly Kähler manifold have the following important property :
(7) ∇η = 0
Sine ∇ is a Hermitian onnetion, this is equivalent to ∇(∇ω) = 0 or ∇dω = 0.
A onsequene (f [21℄) is that any nearly Kähler manifold might be deomposed
loally (or globally, if it is simply onneted) into the Hermitian produt of a Kähler
manifold by a stritly nearly Kähler manifold. Thus, the study of nearly Kähler man-
ifolds redues to that of strit ones. From now on, when talking about nearly Kähler
manifolds we impliitely assume they are strit.
We end up this setion by quoting a result announed in the introdution. This is due
to Alexandrov, Grantharov, Ivanov [1℄ or Nagy [21℄ for quaternion-Kähler manifolds,
and to Eels, Salamon [15℄ in dimension 4.
Theorem 2.9. Let pi : M → N be the twistor spae of a quaternion-Kähler manifold
of dimension 4q, q ≥ 2, or of a Kähler-Einstein manifold in dimension 4, with positive
salar urvature. Then M has a natural Kählerian struture (g1, J1) (see [20, 17, 25℄)
but also a natural stritly nearly Kähler struture (g2, J2). Moreover, let V be the vertial
distribution on M , tangent to the bres, and let H be the horizontal distribution (suh
that TM = V ⊕ H) indued by the Levi-Civita onnetion of g, the metri on N , we
have :
g1|V = 2g2|V , g1|H = g2|H = pi∗(g) and J1|V = −J2|V , J1|H = J2|H
3. 3-symmetri spaes
Another important lass of examples of nearly Kähler manifolds is provided by the
3-symmetri spaes. They were introdued by Gray [18℄ in 1970 as a generalization of
the well-known symmetri spaes :
Denition 3.1. A 3-symmetri spae is a homogeneous spae M = G/H, where G has
an automorphism s of order 3 suh that
(8) Gs0 ⊂ H ⊂ Gs
where Gs = {g ∈ G | s(g) = g} is the xed points set of s and Gs0 is the identity
omponent of Gs.
Let g, h be the Lie algebras of G, H , respetively. For a symmetri spae, the
eigenspae, for the eigenvalue −1, of the dierential s∗ : g→ g of the automorphism at
e, is an Ad(H)-invariant omplement of h in g, so that a symmetri spae is always a
redutive homogeneous spae.
For a 3-symmetri spae, things are slightly more ompliated : s∗ has now three
eigenvalues, 1, j = −1
2
+ i
√
3
2
and j2 = j¯ = −1
2
− i
√
3
2
, two of whih are omplex, and
8orrespondingly there is a deomposition (by (8), h is always the eigenspae for the
eigenvalue 1) :
gC = hC ⊕mj ⊕mj2
Now, m = (mj ⊕mj2) ∩ g satises
(9) g = h⊕m, Ad(H)m ⊂ m
so 3-symmetri spaes are also redutive homogenous spaes.
But we have more than this.
Reall that on a redutive homogenous spae, the assoiated bundle G×Adm (we view
G as a prinipal bundle of struture group H over M), is identied with the tangent
bundle TM and that invariant tensors, for the right ation ofG onM , are identied with
onstant tensors on m. Reall also that an almost omplex struture might be identied
with the bundle T+M of (1,0) vetors. Thus, an invariant almost omplex struture on
a redutive homogeneous spae is identied with a maximal isotropi subspae m+ of
mC or equivalently with a deomposition mC = m+ ⊕ m− where m− = m+. Now, on a
3-symmetri spae there is already suh a deomposition, by the denition of m.
Denition 3.2. The anonial almost omplex struture of a 3-symmetri spae is the
invariant almost omplex struture suh that the (1,0)-vetor elds are the setions of
the assoiated bundle G×Ad mj.
In other words we put m+ = mj . We will give another denition, more faithful to the
original one. The restrition of s∗ to m represents an invariant tensor S of M whih
satises :
(i) S3 = Id
(ii) ∀x ∈M, 1 is not an eigenvalue of Sx
Thus, one an write S, as for a (non trivial) third root of unity,
(10) S = −1
2
Id+
√
3
2
J
where
J2 = −Id
We say that J is the anonial almost omplex struture of the 3-symmetri spae.
Similarly, on a redutive homogeneous spae, an Ad(H)-invariant salar produt g on
m, where m satises (9), denes an invariant metri on M , also denoted by g. If M is
a symmetri spae, the pair (M, g) is alled a Riemannian symmetri spae. If M is a
3-symmetri spae and g, J are ompatible, (M, g) is alled a Riemannian 3-symmetri
spae.
A suient ondition for a redutive homogeneous spae to be a symmetri spae is
(11) [m,m] ⊂ h
Indeed, we dene an endormorphism f of g by setting f |h = Id|h and f |m = −Id|m.
Then, (11) together with
(12) [h,m] ⊂ m
9(a onsequene of (9)) imply
(13) ∀X, Y ∈ g, [f(X), f(Y )] = f([X, Y ])
So f an be integrated into an automorphism (an involution) of G :
∀X ∈ g, s(exp(X)) = exp(f(X))
(G is simply onneted whene exp : g→ G is surjetive).
Similar onditions exist, for 3-symmetri spaes :
Lemma 3.3. LetM = G/H be a redutive homogeneous spae, with an invariant almost
omplex struture represented by the deomposition
mC = m+ ⊕m−
Then M is a 3-symmetri spae endowed with its anonial almost omplex struture if
and only if
(14) [m+,m+] ⊂ m−, [m−,m−] ⊂ m+ and [m+,m−] ⊂ hC.
Proof. The proof is very similar to the symmetri ase. We set
f |h = Id|h, f |m+ = jId|m+ and f |m− = j2Id|m−
The endomorphism f satises (13) if and only if, for two eigenspaes mλ and mµ orre-
sponding to the eigenvalues λ, µ we have [mλ,mµ] ⊂ mλµ. We already have : [h, h] ⊂ h
(h is a subalgebra) and
[h,m+] ⊂ m+ and [h,m+] ⊂ m+,
beause the almost omplex struture represented by m+ is invariant. The rest is exatly
(14). 
Conditions involving the Lie braket might be interpreted, on a redutive homoge-
neous spae, as onditions on the torsion and the urvature of the normal onnetion
∇̂. The latter is dened as the H-onnetion on G whose horizontal distribution is
G×m ⊂ TG ≃ G× g. Indeed,
Lemma 3.4. The torsion T̂ , and the urvature R̂ of the normal onnetion ∇̂, viewed
as onstant tensors, are respetively the m-valued 2-form and the h-valued 2-form on m
given by
∀u, v ∈ m, T̂ (u, v) = −[u, v]m, R̂u,v = [u, v]h
Proposition 3.5. Let M = G/H be an almost Hermitian homogeneous spae. By this
we mean it is equipped with a G-invariant almost Hermitian struture. Suppose it is
furthermore redutive. Then, M is a 3-symmetri spae if and only if it is quasi-Kähler
and the intrinsi onnetion ∇ oïnides with ∇̂.
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An almost Hermitian manifold is alled quasi-Kähler if ∀X, Y ∈ TM , (∇XJ)Y +
(∇JXJ)JY = 0. Equivalently, the intrinsi torsion is a setion of the rst bundle of (5),
isomorphi to [[λ1,0 ⊗ λ2,0]].
Proof. In terms of the torsion and urvature of the normal onnetion, equations (14)
beome
(15) T̂ (m+,m+) ⊂ m−, T̂ (m−,m−) ⊂ m+, T̂ (m+,m−) = {0}
(16) R̂(m+,m+) = R̂(m−,m−) = {0}
The rst line tells us that T̂ belongs to the intersetion of Λ2m⊗m with ⊗3(m+)∗⊕⊗3(m−)∗. Sine the appliation
Λ
1 ⊗ so(m) → Λ2 ⊗ TM
η˜ 7→ {T˜ : (X, Y ) 7→ T˜ (X, Y ) = η˜XY − η˜YX}
is an isomorphism, we prefer working with η̂ = ∇− ∇̂. Then (15) is equivalent to
η̂ ∈ [[λ1,0 ⊗ λ2,0]]
In partiular η̂ ∈ Λ1⊗u(n)⊥ so ∇̂ = ∇ (the normal onnetion of an almost Hermitian
homogeneous spae is always a Hermitian onnetion) thus η ∈ [[λ1,0 ⊗ λ2,0]], i.e. the
manifold is quasi-Kähler and the onverse is true (equations (16) are automatially
satised on a quasi-Kähler manifold by the urvature tensor of the intrinsi onnetion,
see for example [16℄). 
There is also a notion of loally 3-symmetri spae, whih means that there exists
a family of loal isometries (sx)x∈M , the geodesi symmetries of order 3, suh that
s3x = Id and ∀x ∈ M , x is an isolated xed point of sx (for a 3-symmetri spae,
the automorphism s indues suh a family on the manifold where the sx are globally
dened). See [18℄ for details.
Theorem 3.6. An almost Hermitian manifoldM of dimensionm is a loally 3-symmetri
spae if and only if it is quasi-Kähler and the torsion and the urvature of the intrinsi
onnetion ∇ satisfy
(17) ∇T = 0 and ∇R = 0
Proof. Let H be the redued holonomy group of the intrinsi torsion and h its Lie alge-
bra. If the torsion and urvature of ∇ are parallel, they generate an innitesimal model
(g, h). Moreover, it is always regular, like in the symmetri ase, under the hypothesis
of theorem (3.6) beause h is the xed point set of a Lie algebra automorphism of order
3 : if G be the simply onneted group of Lie algebra g, H is a losed subgroup of G.
Then, by the work of Trierri [28℄, M is loally isometri to a redutive homogeneous
spae G/H whose normal onnetion oïnides with ∇ and sine M is quasi-Kähler, by
proposition 3.5, G/H is a 3-symmetri spae.
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Conversely, the normal onnetion of a redutive homogeneous spae always satises
∇̂T̂ = ∇̂R̂ = 0 (in fat, every invariant tensor for the ation of G on the right is parallel
for ∇̂) and on a 3-symmetri spae it oïnides with ∇. 
The system (17) should be ompared to the denition, ∇R = 0, of loally symmetri
spaes. In [11℄ we showed that it is equivalent to some equations given by Gray [18℄,
reinterpreted by the intrinsi onnetion.
Nearly Kähler manifolds are quasi-Kähler and the ondition thatM , the 3-symmetri
spae, is nearly Kähler translates into a strutural ondition on the homogeneous spae.
Denition 3.7. A redutive Riemannian homogeneous spae is alled naturally redu-
tive if the salar produt g on m representing the invariant metri satises
(18) ∀X, Y, Z ∈ m, g([X, Y ], Z) = −g([X,Z], Y )
Equivalently, the torsion T̂ of the normal onnetion is totally skewsymmetri.
For a 3-symmetri spae, the intrinsi onnetion oinides with the normal onne-
tion. As a onsequene,
Proposition 3.8. A Riemannian 3-symmetri spae is nearly Kähler if and only if it
is naturally redutive.
Condition (18) is satised when g is the restrition of an Ad(G)-invariant salar
produt q on g, representing a biinvariant metri on G. For example, on a ompat,
semi-simple Lie group G, the Killing form B is negative denite, so we an take q = −B.
As we shall see in more detail, 3-symmetri spaes are related to twistor geometry :
Proposition 3.9. The twistor spae M of a quaternion-Kähler (or Einstein, self-dual,
in dimension 4) symmetri spae is a 3-symmetri spae with anonial almost omplex
struture J2 (see theorem 2.9).
This is ompatible with the fat [1, 15℄ that (M, g, J2) is quasi-Kähler, for a general
twistor metri g.
4. Twistor spaes and holonomy
Franis Burstall [13℄ pratially resolved the problem of nding twistor spaes (om-
plex manifolds bring over a real manifold, suh that the bres are omplex submani-
folds) over Riemannian manifolds using the holonomy (for the moment, we are talking
about the Riemannian holonomy). Here is a summary of his results that will motivate
our own hypothesis.
For an oriented Riemannian manifold (M, g) of dimension 2n, let pi : Z → M be
the bundle whose setions are the almost omplex strutures on M , ompatible with
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the metri g and the orientation. It an be seen as the assoiated bundle of the metri
struture with bre
Z(n) = {j ∈ SO(2n) | j2 = −Id} ≃ SO(2n)/U(n)
The manifold Z is itself equipped with an almost omplex struture, dened in the fol-
lowing way. First, the bres have a natural omplex struture J v, beause SO(2n)/U(n)
is an Hermitian symmetri spae. Then, the Levi-Civita onnetion of M indues a
horizontal distribution H on Z that allows us to omplete J v into an almost omplex
struture J on the whole TZ, setting
∀j ∈ Z, Jj|V = J vj , Jj|H = pi∗j
where the point j ∈ Z is viewed as a omplex struture on TxM , x = pi(j). It is a ele-
brated result [2℄ that J is integrable for a large lass of 4-dimensional manifolds, alled
the "self-dual" manifolds. Unfortunately, in higher dimensions 2n ≥ 6, the Riemannian
manifolds M for whih Z is a omplex manifold are muh rarer. In fat they must be
loally onformally at. We then look for a twistor spae onM among the submanifolds
of Z i.e. we look for an almost omplex submanifold Z of Z where J is integrable. To
be an almost omplex submanifold, Z must verify two onditions :
(i) the bre Zx must be a omplex submanifold of Zx.
(ii) the restrition to Z of the horizontal distribution H assoiated to the Levi-Civita
onnetion ∇ must be tangent to Z.
For ondition (ii) to be satised, it sues to take a subbundle assoiated to the holo-
nomy redution. Consequently, if H ⊂ SO(2n) is the holonomy group of ∇, a natural
idea is to onsider the bundle with typial bre the orbit of j ∈ Z(n) under H . We then
get a well behaved submanifold and ondition (i) is equivalent to an algebrai ondition
involving H . Seondly, a point j ∈ Z is in the zero set of the Nijenhuis tensor, N , of
J if and only if
(19) Rx(T
+
j , T
+
j )T
+
j ⊂ T+j
where x = pi(j) and T+j ⊂ TCx M is the set of (1,0) vetors at x with respet to j. Of
ourse, aording to the Newlander-Nirenberg theorem, J is integrable on Z if and only
if (19) is satised for all j ∈ Z.
Starting from Berger's list of holonomy representations of irreduible Riemannian
manifolds [5℄, F. Burstall investigates all ases. The ase of symmetri spaes is very
interesting and studied in details in the book [12℄ and the artile [14℄. Indeed, symmetri
spaes often admit several ag manifolds as twistor spaes. Conerning the non loally
symmetri spaes, only the ase where H = Sp(q)Sp(1) (n = 2q) gives fully satisfatory
results : all quaternion-Kähler manifolds admit a omplex twistor spae with bre
CP (1). In fat, they an be viewed as an analog, in dimension 4q, q ≥ 2, of Einstein,
self-dual manifolds in dimension 4. For U(n), i.e. for Kählerian manifolds, there is still
a large lass of manifolds having a twistor spae with bre CP (n − 1), the Bohner-
at Kähler manifolds (see [23℄). Finally, the method gives no new results for H being
Spin(7), SU(n) or Sp(q) (the manifold has to be onformally at in order to admit an
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integrable twistor spae). Of ourse the representation of G2 is odd (seven) dimensional
so it is not to be onsidered.
Consequently, we shall now interest ourselves to H-strutures with torsion. But in
this ase ∇ is not the appropriate onnetion anymore sine it is not a H-onnetion.
Let ∇˜ be a H-onnetion. We onstrut a new almost omplex struture J˜ on Z using
the horizontal distribution of ∇˜ and a submanifold Z of Z , as before :
Denition 4.1. Let M be a H-manifold of dimension 2n, j ∈ Z(n). The H-twistor
spae assoiated to j is the assoiated bundle Z of the H-struture with bre the H-orbit
O of j in Z(n).
Remark 4.2. We shall talk also of the H-twistor spae assoiated to O, or to a point
j ∈ Z, identifying TxM to R2n  and thus Zx to Z(n)  by means of a frame p ∈ Hx(M).
This is independent on the hoie of p, beause we onsider H-orbits.
Sine Z is an assoiated bundle of the H-struture, the horizontal distribution of ∇˜
on Z is tangent to it. Then, Z is an almost omplex submanifold of (Z, J˜ ) if and only
if the vertial distribution is also stable by J˜ , i.e. O is a omplex submanifold of Z(n).
Proposition 4.3. Let j ∈ Z(n). Let H be a subgroup of SO(2n) ating on Z(n) with
stabilizer K at j. Then the orbit of j, isomorphi to H/K, is a omplex submanifold of
Z(n) if and only if j belongs to N(H), the normalizer of H in SO(2n).
Proof. We an always assume U(n) is the stabilizer of our xed j. Let so(2n), u(n) be
the Lie algebra of SO(2n), U(n), respetively.
so(2n) = u(n)⊕ z
where z represents the tangent spae of Z(n) ≃ SO(2n)/U(n). Moreover, so(2n) may
be identied with the spae of 2-forms on R2n and if we omplexify :
so(2n)C = u(n)C ⊕ z2,0 ⊕ z0,2
where u(n)C is identied with the spae of omplex (1,1)-forms on R2n and z2,0 (resp.
z0,2) is identied with the spae of 2-forms of type (2,0) (resp. (0,2)). This is also the
eigenspae deomposition, for the eigenvalues 0, 2i, −2i, of j, ating as an element of
the Lie algebra. The natural omplex struture on Z(n) is dened to be the invariant
almost omplex struture on the homogeneous spae represented by z2,0 ⊂ zC. It is
integrable beause j ats on [z2,0, z2,0] with eigenvalue 2i + 2i = 4i so this spae an
only be {0}. Now, if j ∈ N(H), it preserves H or h, so there is a deomposition into
eigenspaes :
(20) hC = kC ⊕ v2,0 ⊕ v0,2
where kC = u(n)C ∩ hC, v2,0 = z2,0 ∩ hC, v2,0 = z2,0 ∩ hC (K ⊂ U(n) beause it is the
stabilizer of j in H). Consequently H/K is a omplex submanifold of SO(2n)/U(n).
Conversely, if H/K is a omplex submanifold of SO(2n)/U(n), (20) holds so j pre-
serves h, i.e. belongs to N(H). 
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The following orollary will be of onsiderable importane in the sequel.
Corollary 4.4. Assume H is a semi-simple subgroup of SO(2n). If O ≃ H/K is a
omplex submanifold of Z(n), then K is the entralizer of a torus in H.
Equivalently, K preserves an element j0 ∈ h or O is isomorphi to an adjoint orbit of
H .
Proof. Let C(H) be the entralizer of H in SO(2n) :
C(H) = {g ∈ SO(2n) | ∀h ∈ H, ghg−1 = h}
Denote by c(h) its Lie algebra and by n(h) the Lie algebra of N(H), we have
(21) n(h) = [h, h]⊕ c(h)
The proof of this fat is given in [24℄, p15 and uses an Ad(H)-invariant salar produt
on n(h).
Now, if H/K is a omplex submanifold of SO(2n)/U(n), by proposition 4.3, j belongs
to N(H), or n(h). Thus, it an be deomposed aording to (21) :
j = j0 + j1
where j0 ∈ h and j1 ∈ c(h). Moreover an element h ∈ H stabilizes j if and only if it sta-
blizes j0 beause it always stabilizes j1 by the denition of the entralizer. Consequently
K is the entralizer of j0 ∈ H ∩ h, or of the torus generated by j0. 
In this artile we are mainly onerned with the ase where H is a subgroup of U(n).
Then M is an almost Hermitian manifold (M, g, J) and the neessary ondition 4.3
beomes :
Corollary 4.5. Let H be a subgroup of U(n) suh that N(H) ⊂ U(n). Let Z be the
H-twistor spae over a H-manifold M assoiated to j ∈ Z(n). Suppose that O = H.j is
a omplex submanifold of Z(n) and so Z is an almost omplex submanifold of (Z , J˜ ),
where J˜ is the almost omplex struture assoiated to a H-onnetion ∇˜. Then, ∀j ∈ Z,
j ommutes with Jx on TxM , x = pi(j).
Proof. It is important to understand that in the hypothesis H ⊂ U(n) of orollary 4.5,
U(n) is not the stabilizer of j anymore (otherwise Z would be trivial) but of another
j0 ∈ Z(n). Now, if H/K is a omplex submanifold, j ∈ N(H) ⊂ U(j0) so it ommutes
with every element of the enter and in partiular with j0 itself. In the geometrial
bakground, this translates exatly into orollary 4.5. 
Remark 4.6 (Struture of the redued twistor spae). An important example is H =
U(n) itself. Then N(H) = U(n) and H/K being a omplex submanifold is equivalent
to j ommuting with j0. This is why we onsidered, in [13℄, the "redued twistor spae"
Y ⊂ Z of an almost omplex manifold (M, g, J) whose bre at x ∈M is exatly the set
of omplex strutures j : TxM → TxM ommuting with Jx. More preisely, let j ∈ Y,
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x = pi(j). We diagonalize j and Jx simultaneously i.e. we nd 4 subspaes R
+
j , R
−
j , S
+
j
and S−j of T
C
x M suh that the eigenspaes of j for the respetive eigenvalues i, −i are
T+j = R
+
j ⊕ S+j , T−j = R+j ⊕ S+j
and the eigenspaes of Jx :
T+x M = R
+
j ⊕ S−j , T−x M = R−j ⊕ S+j
Thus R−j = R
+
j and S
−
j = S
+
j . Equivalently, if we denote
Rj = TxM ∩ (R+j ⊕R−j ) and Sj = TxM ∩ (S+j ⊕ S−j ),
the endomorphisms j and Jx oinide on Rj but have opposite signs on Sj. Then j is
determined by R+j or Rj and the onneted omponents of Y are haraterized by the
(omplex) dimension of R+. Denote
(22) Yr = {j ∈ Z | j ◦ Jx = Jx ◦ j, dimCR+j = r}, r = 1, . . . n− 1
The group U(n) ats transitively on eah bre of Yr whih is thus an U(n)-almost om-
plex twistor spae overM , with bre the omplex Grassmannian Grr(C
n) ≃ U(n)/U(r)×
U(n− r).
Now, let N˜ be the Nijenhuis tensor of J˜ , the onditions for the vanishing of N˜j are
more ompliated in this ase. In fat (19) is only a partiular ase of a more general
system established by O'Brian, Rawnsley [23℄ :
Proposition 4.7 (O'Brian & Rawnsley). Let M be a Riemannian manifold and J˜ the
almost omplex struture on Z assoiated to a metri onnetion ∇˜. Let T˜ , R˜ be the
torsion and urvature of ∇˜. A point j ∈ Zx lies in the zero set of the Nijenhuis tensor
N˜ of J˜ if and only if
(23) T˜x(T
+
j , T
+
j ) ⊂ T+j
(24) R˜x(T
+
j , T
+
j )T
+
j ⊂ T+j
where T+j ⊂ TCx M is the set of (1,0) vetors with respet to j : TxM → TxM .
5. Fibration of degree 3
Let M , in this setion, be a homogeneous spae G/H , where G is a onneted Lie
group and H is a losed subgroup of G. Assume that G/H is redutive and let g be an
Ad(H)-invariant salar produt on m (so thatH ⊂ SO(n)), induing an invariant metri
on M denoted the same way. Just like the theory of twistor spaes of inner symmetri
spaes is simpler than in the outer ase, we shall make here the simpliation that the
groups G and H have same rank. We also assume that G is ompat, semi-simple.
The theory of twistor spaes of "inner" homogeneous spaes relates to the study of
ag manifolds :
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Denition 5.1. A ag manifold is a homogeneous spae G/K where K is the entralizer
of a torus in G.
Proposition 5.2. Let M = G/H be a homogeneous spae suh that rank G = rank H.
Let Z be the H-twistor spae assoiated to j ∈ Z(n). Suppose that Z is an almost
omplex manifold of (Z , J˜ ). Then Z is a ag manifold.
Proof. For a homogeneous spae, the H-struture is identied to G itself, and the orbit
of j is isomorphi to H/K, where K is the stabilizer of j in H , so
Z = G×H H/K ≃ G/K
Now, if H/K is a omplex submanifold of Z(n), K is the entralizer of a torus in H by
orollary 4.4. In partiular, it is a subgroup of maximal rank of H . But G and H have
same rank so K is a subgroup of maximal rank of G. Then, by the work of Wolf [29℄,
8.10, it is also the entralizer of a torus in G. 
Remark 5.3. In this homogeneous ontext we will talk of H-twistor spaes assoiated
to n+, instead of j ∈ Z(n), where n+ is a maximal isotropi subspae of mC, representing
a omplex struture on m ompatible with g. Indeed, we see an element ϕ of G as a
frame ϕ : m ≃ ToM → Tpi(g)M , identifying ϕ with the dierential of the left ation
[ϕ′] 7→ [ϕϕ′] on M . Thus, to work diretly with G as a H-struture on M , it is more
appropriate to replae R2n by m in the denition of Z(n).
In other words, let j be a omplex struture on TxM , ompatible with gx. We transport
j or T+j by ϕ ∈ G, where x = [ϕ], to obtain a omplex struture n+ on ToM ≃ m.
Another hoie of representant of x, ϕ′ = ϕh, h ∈ H would give a dierent omplex
struture n′+ ⊂ mC but related to n+ via
n′+ = Adhn+.
So to be preise we should refer to the H-twistor spae assoiated to an orbit Ad(H)n+
of omplex strutures on m.
Moreover we an hoose for the H-onnetion ∇̂, the normal onnetion of the redu-
tive homogeneous spae. We denote by Ĵ the almost omplex struture on Z assoiated
to it. Then, sine the torsion and urvature of ∇̂ areG-invariant, integrability onditions
for Ĵ redue to onditions on n+ :
Proposition 5.4. Let M ≃ G/H be a redutive homogeneous spae. Let Z be the H-
twistor spae on M assoiated to n+. The following onditions are equivalent :
(i) Ĵ is integrable on Z.
(ii) ∃j ∈ Z suh that N̂j = 0, where N̂j is the Nijenhuis tensor of Ĵ .
(iii) The subset n+ satises
(25) [n+, n+]m ⊂ n+, [ [n+, n+]h, n+] ⊂ n+
where supersript m, h stand for the projetions on the appropriate subspae.
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Proof. As we said, equivalene between (i) and (ii) omes from the invariane of T̂ , R̂.
As for (25), this is nothing else than (23), (24), using the expressions of T̂ , R̂ given in
lemma 3.4. 
Thus, we will now interest ourselves to ag manifolds. Let T be a maximal torus of
G and S a subtorus of T . Denote by t, s their Lie algebras and by B a hoie of simple
roots for the root system R assoiated to T .
Let A be the subset of B whose omplement is
A = {α ∈ B | ∀X ∈ s, α(X) = 0}
Lemma 5.5. The entralizer K of S is the subgroup of G with Lie algebra k = kA.
Proof. Reall the denition (3). Equivalently, kCA is the sum of all root spaes gα where
α is a sum of simple roots β ∈ A. Let X ∈ T , Y ∈ gα. The ommutator [X, Y ] is given
by
ad(X)Y = 2piiα(X) = 2pii
∑
β∈B
nβ(α)β(X),
where all nβ have same sign. It is zero for all X ∈ S, and thus Y ∈ k if and only if
nβ = 0 whenever β ∈ A. 
Conversely, for eah subset A of B, kA is the entralizer of s = {X ∈ t | ∀α ∈
A, α(X) = 0}.
Now, there is also a paraboli subalgebra pA (and a paraboli subgroup PA) assoiated
to the subset A as in (1). Denote, as in the preliminaries, l+A its nilradial, l−A = l+A and
lA = g ∩ (l+A ⊕ l−A)
so that l+A is a omplex struture on lA,
g = kA ⊕ lA, [kA, lA] ⊂ lA
and
[kA, l+A] ⊂ l+A.
Then lA is an Ad(K) omplement of k in g, l+A represents an invariant almost omplex
struture on G/H . Moreover, by lemma 2.5, l+A is a subalgebra so this almost omplex
struture is in fat integrable, orresponding to the isomorphism
(26) G/KA ≃ GC/PA
Conversely, let p be paraboli subalgebra orresponding to a paraboli subgroup P .
Then, GC/P is a ag manifold sine p might be written pA, for a base B and a subset
A ⊂ B aording to theorem 2.4 and the deomposition (2) is still valid.
Note that the isomorphism (26) depends on the hoie B of simple roots. It is only
in this seond form, GC/P , that the ag manifold reveals as the twistor spae of a
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symmetri spae, as shown by Burstall and Rawnsley, but also of a 3-symmetri spae,
as we will now see.
We x now suh a omplex struture  or suh a p  on our ag manifold G/K and
denote pA, lA, l
+
A, l
−
A simply by p, l, l
+
and l−.
From the nilradial of p, we dene a nite series :
Denition 5.6. The rst anonial series assoiated to p is the entral desending series
(li)i≥1 of l+ given by :
l1 = l
+, l2 = [l1, l1], l3 = [l1, l2], . . .
Then, the seond anonial series (gi)i≥1 is dened by gi = li ∩ l⊥i , where the orthogonal
is taken with respet to the Killing form of G. Finally, we put g0 = k
C
and for i ≤ 0,
gi = g−i.
First, by denition
gC =
∑
i∈Z
gi, p =
∑
i≥0
gi, l
+ =
∑
i>0
gi
Then, the gi have the following fundamental property,
Theorem 5.7 (Burstall, Rawnsley). Let G be a ompat semi-simple Lie group, p a
paraboli subalgebra of g. The seond anonial series assoiated to p satises
∀i, j ∈ Z, [gi, gj] ⊂ gi+j
Moreover g1 generates the series in the sense that
(27) gr = [g1, [g1, [. . . , g1] . . .]],
g1 appearing r times in the last formula.
The proof is by exhibiting an X ∈ k, that they alled the anonial element of p, suh
that gk is the eigenspae for the eigenvalue k.i of ad(X).
We will now onstrut another homogeneous spae using the seond anonial series.
Let
(28) h =
∑
i∈N
[[g3i]], m
+ =
∑
i∈Z
g3i+1, m
− =
∑
i∈Z
g3i+2
so that m+ = m−, beause −(3i+1) = −3(i+1)+ 2 and if we put m = g∩ (m+⊕m−),
m+ represents a omplex struture on m.
First, h is a subalgebra beause 3i+3j = 3(i+j) for all i, j ∈ Z so [g3i, g3j ] ⊂ g3(i+j) ⊂
h by theorem 5.7. LetH be the subgroup ofG orresponding to h. In partiular, k = [[g0]]
is ontained in h so K is a subgroup of H .
Denition 5.8. The bration GC/P ≃ G/K → G/H is alled bration of degree 3 of
the (omplex) ag manifold.
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Furthermore,
[h,m+] ⊂ m+ and [h,m−] ⊂ m−
beause 3i+ (3j+1) = 3(i+ j) + 1 and 3i+ (3j +2) = 3(i+ j) + 2, for all i, j ∈ Z, and
as a onsequene,
[h,m] ⊂ m.
We also have
hC =
∑
i∈Z
g2i, g
C = hC ⊕m+ ⊕m−, g = h⊕m
so m is an Ad(H)-omplement of h in g and m+ denes an invariant almost omplex
struture on the redutive homogenous spae G/H .
Proposition 5.9. The homogeneous spae G/H is a 3-symmetri spae with anonial
almost omplex struture represented by m+ ⊂ mC.
Proof. We easily verify the equations (14), using theorem 5.7. 
Remark 5.10. This is very similar to the onstrution of the anonial bration by
Burstall, Rawnsley, going from a ag manifold to a symmetri spae. We should think
of the anonial bration as a "bration of degree 2" : let f =
∑
i∈N[[g2i]] and q =∑
i∈N[[g2i+1]]. By theorem 5.7, f is a subalgebra, orresponding to a subgroup F of G ; q
is an Ad(H)-invariant omplement of f in g and [q, q] ⊂ f (∀i, j ∈ Z, (2i+1)+(2j+1) =
2(i+ j + 1)) so G/F is a symmetri spae.
Sine G is ompat, semi-simple, the Killing form B is negative denite so the re-
strition of −B to m is an Ad(H)-invariant salar produt that makes M a naturally
redutive, stritly nearly Kähler, homogeneous spae.
Moreover, p gives a omplex struture on m :
(29) n+ = p ∩mC =
⊕
i≥0
g3i+1 ⊕
⊕
i≥0
g3i+2
Proposition 5.11. The spae GC/P is the H-twistor spae on G/H assoiated to n+,
with integrable omplex struture assoiated to the intrinsi onnetion.
Proof. The bre H/K of the bration of degree 3 is a omplex submanifold of GC/P .
Indeed, an Ad(K)-omplement of k in h is a =
∑
i>0[[g2i]] and the subspae
∑
i>0 g2i of
aC is a subalgebra of l+, so it denes a omplex struture on H/K whih oïnides with
the restrition of l+. Consequently G/K → G/H is a twistor bration. 
We will soon prove a partial onverse of proposition 5.11. Even if our main goal
are the nearly Kähler 3-symmetri spaes, the rst results are more general. We shall
assume that M ≃ G/H is a Riemannian, redutive homogeneous spae suh that m is
the orthogonal of h for q = −B, where B is the Killing form of G, and g equals the
restrition to m of q. As a onsequene, M is naturally redutive. We also assume
as before that G and H have same rank. Then, if Z ≃ G/K is an almost omplex
manifold, it is a ag manifold by proposition (5.2). But if Z is a omplex manifold we
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have more : a omplex struture on G/K, i.e. an identiation of G/K with GC/P , for
some paraboli subgroup P of GC.
Theorem 5.12. Let n+ be a maximal isotropi subspae of mC. Then n+ satises (25)
if and only if [n+, n+] + n+ is the nilradial of a paraboli subalgebra p ⊂ gC. As a
onsequene, the twistor spae assoiated to n+ is integrable, isomorphi to GC/P where
P denotes the paraboli subgroup of GC orresponding to p.
Proof. We were very muh inspired by the proofs of Theorem 4.8, p44 and Lemma 5.1,
p64 of [12℄.
Let
l+ = [n+, n+] + n+ = [n+, n+]h⊕ n+
where the seond deomposition respets the sum g = h⊕m. Firstly, [n+, n+] ⊂ [l+, l+] is
ontained in l+ (whih has thus a hane to be a subalgebra) if and only [n+, n+]m ⊂ n+.
This orresponds to the rst part of (25). Seondly, [h,m] ⊂ m so [[n+, n+]h, n+] ⊂ l+
if and only if it is ontained in n+ and this orresponds to the seond part of (25).
Moreover, this is equivalent to [[n+, n+], n+] ⊂ l+ provided that [n+, n+]m ⊂ n+. It
remains to show that (25) implies
[[n+, n+], [n+, n+]] ⊂ [n+, n+] + n+
By the Jaobi identity,
[[n+, n+], [n+, n+]] ⊂ [[[n+, n+], n+], n+]
⊂ [n+, n+] + [[n+, n+], n+]
⊂ [n+, n+] + n+
Finally, l+ is a subalgebra if and only if n+ satises (25).
Let K be the stabilizer of n+ and let k be its Lie algebra. An element X ∈ h belongs
to k if and only if
[X, n+] ⊂ n+
Sine [h,m] ⊂ m and n+ is a maximal isotropi subset of mC with respet to g, this is
equivalent to
g([X, n+], n+) = 0
But g is the restrition of q, whih is Ad(G)-invariant, so X ∈ k if and only if
q(X, [n+, n+]h) = 0
Consequently, denoting l− = l+, we have
gC = kC ⊕ l+ ⊕ l−
We want to prove that
p = kC ⊕ l+
is a paraboli subalgebra. To do this, we need to nd a base B of a root system, and a
subset A of B suh that p = pA.
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Before that, we prove that p is a subalgebra. By the Jaobi identity :
[kC, [n+, n+]] ⊂ [[kC, n+], n+] ⊂ [n+, n+] ⊂ l+
We also prove that l+ is isotropi. Let v+ = [n+, n+]h. Sine n+ is maximal isotropi,
the seond part of (25) is equivalent to
g([v+, n+], n+) = 0
But g is the restrition of an Ad(G)-invariant salar produt q, and hC, mC are q-
orthogonal so this is equivalent to
q(v+, v+) = 0.
The last equation tells exatly that v+ is isotropi and so, so is l+ = v+ ⊕ n+.
By proposition 5.2, if Z is an almost omplex manifold,K is the entralizer of a torus.
Thus, it ontains a maximal torus T ⊂ G. We onsider the root system R assoiated
to T . We dene a subset S of R by
l+ =
∑
α∈S
gα
This subset has the following two properties :
(i) S ∩ −S = {0}.
Indeed l+ is isotropi so we an't nd α ∈ R suh that gα ⊂ l+ and gα ⊂ l+. And :
(ii) If α, β belong to S, then α + β /∈ R or α+ β ∈ S (S is losed).
This omes from l+ being a subalgebra.
By a result of [6℄ ited in [12℄, p27, if a roots subset satises (i) and (ii) then we
an nd a base B suh that S ⊂ R+, the set of positive roots. With this hoie of
simple roots, there exists A ⊂ B suh that k = kA (f lemma 5.5). Of ourse, if α ∈ S,
nA(α) ≥ 0 beause it is a positive root so
l+ ⊂
∑
nA(α)≥0
gα
and nally we must have l+ = l+A. 
Remark 5.13. It would be enough to assume that g is the restrition of any Ad(G)-
invariant salar produt on g, i.e. G/H is normal. However, this is equivalent to our
assumption as soon as G is simple.
Remark 5.14. The bration we obtain is trivial if and only if [n+, n+]h = {0} and
[n+, n+] ⊂ n+ i.e. n+ is already the nilradial of a subalgebra and G/H is a ag manifold.
The demonstration of theorem 5.12 gives us an expliit way to nd n+ satisfying (25)
and so onstrut a omplex twistor spae over G/H . Indeed, we needed to show that
l+, and so n+, are inluded in the sum of all positive root weight spaes, for a given
base B. Conversely, we have :
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Proposition 5.15. Let G/H be a homogeneous spae suh that rank H = rank G. Let
T ⊂ H ⊂ G be a maximal torus. For a hoie of simple roots B, denote by n+ the
omplex struture on m given by
(30) n+ = mC ∩
⊕
α∈R+
gα
Then n+ satises (25), i.e. the H-twistor spae assoiated to n+ is omplex.
Proof. The subset l+B =
⊕
α∈R+ gα is a subalgebra of g
C
so [n+, n+] ⊂ l+B , [n+, n+]m ⊂ n+
and [[n+, n+]h, n+] ⊂ n+, by the denition of n+. 
Remark 5.16. In partiular, suppose that M = G/H is a 3-symmetri spae with
anonial omplex struture given by m+. If there exists a bration of degree 3 with base
M , then this is one of the brations desribed in theorem 5.12 for the subset n+ of mC
given by (29). Indeed by (27), ∀i ≥ 0, [g1, g3i+2] = g3(i+1) (with equality and not just
inlusion) so
[n+, n+]h =
⊕
i≥1
g3i, [n
+, n+]h⊕ n+ = p
However a bration of degree 3 has the additional property, for the seond anonial
series assoiated to p,
(31) g1 ⊂ m+.
Note that, if GC/P → G/H is one of the bration desribed in theorem 5.12, we always
have g1 ⊂ n+ beause l1 = l+ = n+ + [n+, n+] and so l2 ontains [n+, n+].
Proposition 5.17. Let M ≃ G/H be a stritly nearly Kähler 3-symmetri spae suh
that G is semi-simple and the naturally redutive metri on M is given by the restrition
of −B. Let GC/P be a omplex H-twistor spae over M . Suppose moreover that the
seond anonial series assoiated to p and the anonial almost omplex struture m+
satisfy (31). Then, GC/P → G/H is the bration of degree 3 assoiated to p.
Proof. One we have g1 ⊂ m+, we easily get, by (14),
g2 = [g1, g1] ⊂ [m+,m+] ⊂ m−, g3 = [g1, g2] ⊂ [m+,m−] ⊂ hC, g4 = [g1, g3] ⊂ m+, . . .
So h,m+,m− are like in the denition (28) of the bration of degree 3. 
Finally we an replae ondition (31) by another, perhaps easier to apply :
Lemma 5.18. Let B be a base of simple roots suh that p = pA ⊂
⊕
α∈R+ gα, A ⊂ B.
Then g1 ⊂ m+ if and only if
∀β ∈ A, gβ ⊂ m+
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Proof. To show this, we rst make the following simple remark that, sine l1 = l+A is
given by (3), the roots α whose weight spaes ompose l2 = [l1, l1] all have nA(α) ≥ 2,
et., and so, for all r ∈ Z,
(32) gr =
⊕
nA(α)=r
gα
In partiular, for β ∈ A, nA(β) = 1 so gβ ⊂ g1 ⊂ m+.
Conversely, let α ∈ R suh that nA(α) = 1. Then there exists a simple root β ∈ A
suh that α = α0 + β where nA(α0) = 0. Consequently,
gα = [gα0 , gβ]
where gα0 ⊂ kCA ⊂ hC and gβ ⊂ m+. But m+ represents an invariant almost omplex
struture on G/H thus it is Ad(H)-invariant. Then gα ⊂ [hC,m+] ⊂ m+ for all α suh
that nA(α) = 1. 
6. Examples
In this setion we shall number the positive roots B = {β1, β2, . . .} and replae A
in pA, kA or l+A by the orresponding number : for example p{β1,β3,β4} beomes p134.
Also, for a root α written (a1, . . . , ak), in standard oordinates, we abreviate gα into
[a1, . . . , ak] and [[gα]] into [[a1, . . . , ak]].
6.1. Twistor spae of a Wolf spae. Here, we treat a partiular ase where K = H .
Let t ⊂ g be a Cartan subalgebra and letR be the orresponding root system. We hoose
a salar produt 〈 , 〉 on t∗, invariant by the Weyl group (the group of automorphisms
of T oming from inner automorphisms of G). We dene the following quantity, for
α, β ∈ R :
(α/β) = 2
〈α, β〉
〈β, β〉
Aording to [7℄, p198, this is an integer, ranging between -3 and 3, that gives informa-
tion on the relative positions of α, β. Now, let γ be the highest weight, for a hoie of
simple roots B : ∀α ∈ R, 〈γ, γ〉 ≥ 〈α, γ〉. Moreover 〈γ, γ〉 = 〈α, γ〉 if and only if α = γ.
Finally (α/γ) takes the values −1, 0 and 1 if α 6= γ, and 2 (resp. −2) if α = γ (resp.
−γ).
The Cartan subalgebra t is identied with its dual via the salar produt 〈 , 〉 so that
we an see γ as an element of t. Let K be the entralizer in G of the 1-dimensional
abelian subalgebra generated by γ. With the desription made of the paraboli subal-
gebras and entralizers of torus (f theorem 1 and lemma 5.5), this orresponds to
A = {α ∈ B | (α/γ) = 1}
and so
k = kA = t⊕
⊕
(α/γ)=0
[[gα]]
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We alulate the rst anonial series assoiated to pA :
l1 = l+A =
⊕
(α/γ)>0
gα = gγ ⊕
⊕
(α/γ)=1
gα, l
2 = gγ , l
3 = {0}.
Indeed, for α, α′ suh that (α/γ) = (α′/γ) = 1, (α + α′/γ) = 2 so α + α′ /∈ R or
α+ α′ = γ. Then
g0 = k
C, g1 =
⊕
(α/γ)=1
gα, g2 = gγ, g3 = {0}
and the anonial bration of Burstall and Rawnsley (the "bration of degree 2") is
GC/PA → G/F
where F is the subgroup of G with Lie algebra
f =
⊕
i≥0
[[g2i]] = k⊕ [[gγ ]]
Thus, the bre is 2-dimensional, isomorphi to CP (1) (see p132 of [27℄ for details),
induing a quaternioni struture on G/F and G/K is the twistor spae of a Wolf spae
that is, of a quaternion-Kähler, ompat, symmetri spae.
As for the bration of degree 3, g3 = {0} so
h = [[g0]] = k.
Consequently, G/K = G/H is equipped not only with a Kählerian, but also with a
3-symmetri stritly nearly Kähler struture given by
m+ = g−γ ⊕
⊕
(α/γ)=1
gα
This almost omplex struture J2 is obtained from the omplex struture J1, represented
by l+, by reversing the sign of J1 along the bre of G/K → G/F . Indeed, the vertial
subspae is identied with [[gγ ]]. This is another proof, for a Wolf spae, of theorem 2.9
but also of proposition 3.9.
6.2. G2-spaes. Take G = G2. The roots may be written
(0, 2
√
3) (0,−2√3)
(3,
√
3) (−3,−√3)
(−3,√3) (3,−√3)
(1,
√
3) (−1,−√3)
(−1,√3) (1,−√3)
(2, 0) (−2, 0)
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Make the hoie of simple roots β1 = (−3,
√
3), β2 = (2, 0). Then, the roots in the left
row are the positive roots :
(−1,
√
3) = (−3,
√
3) + (2, 0)
(1,
√
3) = (−3,
√
3) + 2(2, 0)
(3,
√
3) = (−3,
√
3) + 3(2, 0)
and
γ = (0, 2
√
3) = 2(−3,
√
3) + 3(2, 0)
is the highest weight. We already know two G2-3-symmetri spaes (and by the las-
siation of Gray and Wolf, see [30℄ or [18℄, these are the only ones). Firstly, by the
previous example, the twistor spae G2/U(2) of the exeptionnal Wolf spae G2/SO(4)
is Kähler but also nearly Kähler, 3-symmetri. Seondly, the 6-dimensional sphere
S6 ≃ G2/SU(3) is also a 3-symmetri spae. There are 3 types of omplex ag mani-
folds of the form GC2 /P , orresponding to
k1 = 2R⊕ [[2, 0]]
k2 = 2R⊕ [[−3,
√
3]]
k12 = 2R
The rst two, GC2 /P1 and G
C
2 /P2 onstitute two distint realizations of G2/U(2) as a
omplex ag manifold. The rst one orresponds to the twistor spae of the exeptionnal
Wolf spae beause 〈(2, 0), (0, 2√3)〉 = 0, for the anonial salar produt, so K1 is the
entralizer of the torus generated by γ. For the seond one, we have
g1 = [−1,
√
3]⊕ [2, 0], g2 = [1,
√
3], g3 = [0, 2
√
3]⊕ [3,
√
3], g4 = {0}
(we an rst ompute li, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and then use the denition 5.7 of gi or apply (32)).
Thus,
h = 2R⊕ [[−3,
√
3]]⊕ [[0, 2
√
3]]⊕ [[3,
√
3]], m+ = [−1,
√
3]⊕ [2, 0]⊕ [−1,−
√
3]
Finally, G/H = G2/SU(3) ≃ S6. Indeed, we showed in [10℄ that the 6-dimensional
sphere admits an integrable twistor spae with bre isomorphi to CP (2). This is the
"redued twistor spae" Y desribed above or more preisely one of its onneted om-
ponents. The two omponents Y1 and Y2, see (22), are isomorphi and the brations
G2/U(2) ≃ Y1 → S6 and G2/U(2) ≃ Y2 → S6 are obtained one from the other by
omposing with the antipodal map of Z , j 7→ −j or in the present setting by exhang-
ing the roles of m+ and m− in the denition of the bration of degree 3. Moreover,
we an not onstrut another twistor spae on S6 with our method beause SU(3) ats
transitively on the bres of Y1, Y2.
What is the bration of degree 3 assoiated with p12, with total spae G2/S
1 × S1 ?
This time, the seond anonial bration is
g1 = [2, 0]⊕ [−3,
√
3], g2 = [−1,
√
3], g3 = [1,
√
3]
g4 = [3,
√
3], g5 = [0, 2
√
3], g6 = {0}
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So
h = 2R⊕ [[1,
√
3]], m+ = [2, 0]⊕ [−3,
√
3]⊕ [1,−
√
3]⊕ [3,
√
3]⊕ [0,−2
√
3]
The resulting 3-symmetri spae isGC2 /P1 ≃ G2/U(2), the twistor spae ofG2/SO(4).
To see this, we must make another hoie of simple roots : β ′1 = (0,−2
√
3), β ′2 = (1,
√
3).
Then
(3,−
√
3) = 2(0,−2
√
3) + 3(1,
√
3)
is the highest weight, (1,
√
3) satises 〈(1,√3), (3,−√3)〉 = 0 and all the roots whose
weight spaes omposem+, exept (−3,√3) = −(3,−√3), are positive roots as required.
6.3. Speial features assoiated with SU(4). The roots of SU(4) are
(1, 0, 0,−1) (−1, 0, 0, 1)
(1, 0,−1, 0) (−1, 0, 1, 0)
(1,−1, 0, 0) (−1, 1, 0, 0)
(0, 1, 0,−1) (0,−1, 0, 1)
(0, 1,−1, 0) (0,−1, 1, 0)
(0, 0, 1,−1) (0, 0,−1, 1)
Let β1 = (1,−1, 0, 0), β2 = (0, 1,−1, 0), β3 = (0, 0, 1,−1) be the simple roots. The
other positive roots are (1, 0,−1, 0) = β1 + β2, (0, 1, 0,−1) = β2 + β3 and the highest
weight γ = (1, 0, 0,−1) = β1 + β2 + β3.
There are 7 = 23 − 1 types of ag manifolds built up from SU(4). The assoiated
brations of degree 3 are all trivial, in the sense that, ∀A ⊂ B, H = KA (we will not
reprodue all the alulations beause they are quite lengthy), exept when A = B
where the bration of degree 3 is
(33) SU(4)C/P123 ≃ SU(4)/S1 × S1 × S1
−→ SU(4)C/P13 ≃ SU(4)/S(U(1)× U(1)× U(2))
The last spae is the twistor spae of the quaternion-Kähler Grassmannian of omplex
planes in C4, (as in the previous example with G2/S
1×S1, it will appear when hanging
the basis of the root system into β ′1 = (−1, 0, 1, 0), β ′2 = (1, 0, 0,−1), β ′3 = (0,−1, 0, 1)).
In the other ases, we obtain one, and perhaps several dierent 3-symmetri strutures
on the ag manifold SU(4)/KA. For example, SU(4)/S(U(1)×U(1)×U(2)) has three
dierent realizations as a omplex ag manifold : SU(4)C/P13, but also SU(4)
C/P12 and
SU(4)C/P23. As we said, the rst one is the twistor spae of a Wolf spae, Gr2(C
4) (in-
deed K13 is the entralizer of γ). The others are more interesting beause the anonial
bration has rank 4, the bre being isomorphi to CP (2), so the base is a symmet-
ri spae but not a Wolf spae. Indeed this is CP (3). Nevertheless the bration still
has omplex, totally geodesi bres thus the onditions are satised to perform the
same modiation of the Kähler struture as in the quaternion-Kähler situation by [21℄.
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Consider, for example SU(4)C/P12 (the other ase is similar). We alulate the seond
anonial series :
g1 = [1,−1, 0, 0]⊕ [0, 1,−1, 0]⊕ [0, 1, 0,−1], g2 = [1, 0, 0,−1]⊕ [1, 0,−1, 0], g3 = {0}
Consequently the anonial bration is SU(4)/K12 → SU(4)/F where the Lie algebra
of F is
f = k12 ⊕ [[1, 0, 0,−1]]⊕ [[1, 0,−1, 0]]
Thus, F = S(U(1)× U(3)) and the symmetri spae SU(4)/F is isomorphi to CP (3).
Now the bration of degree 3, SU(4)/K12 → SU(4)/H is haraterized by H = K12
and
m+ = [1,−1, 0, 0]⊕ [0, 1,−1, 0]⊕ [0, 1, 0,−1]⊕ [−1, 0, 0, 1]⊕ [−1, 0, 1, 0]
so m+ is obtained from l+12 by hanging the sign along the vertial subspae of the
anonial bration, represented by [[1, 0, 0,−1]]⊕ [[1, 0,−1, 0]].
However this 3-symmetri struture oinides with the 3-symmetri struture on the
twistor spae of a quaternion-Kähler manifold. To see this we must take the basis
β ′′1 = (−1, 0, 1, 0), β ′′2 = (0, 0,−1, 1) and β ′′3 = (0, 1, 0,−1), so that the highest weight is
γ′′ = (−1, 1, 0, 0). The entralizer of the torus generated by γ′′ has Lie algebra
k′′13 = 3R⊕ [[0, 0, 1,−1]] = k12,
l′′+13 = [−1, 1, 0, 0]⊕ [0, 1,−1, 0]⊕ [0, 1, 0,−1]⊕ [−1, 0, 0, 1]⊕ [−1, 0, 1, 0]
and nally the 3-symmetri struture, as in example 1, is represented by
m′′+ = [1,−1, 0, 0]⊕ [0, 1,−1, 0]⊕ [0, 1, 0,−1]⊕ [−1, 0, 0, 1]⊕ [−1, 0, 1, 0] = m+
So even if M = SU(4)/S(U(1) × U(1) × U(2)) has three distint invariant omplex
strutures, orresponding to three distint realizations as a omplex ag manifold, or
equivalently to three twistor brations on a symmetri spae with total spae M , the
orresponding 3-symmetri nearly Kähler strutures oïnide. In other words, there are
several J1 but only one J2, in terms of proposition 2.9. This fat was already notied
by Salamon in [26℄, setion 6.
The other feature assoiated with SU(4) we found interesting is a kind of ounter
example of proposition 5.17, i.e. a omplex twistor spae on a 3-symmetri spae,
not oming from a bration of degree 3. Again, the 3-symmetri spae we onsider is
the twistor spae of a Wolf spae, here Gr2(C
4), with the orresponding 3-symmetri
struture as in paragraph 6.1 given by :
h = 3R⊕ [[0, 1,−1, 0]]
m+ = [−1, 0, 0, 1]⊕ [1, 0,−1, 0]⊕ [1,−1, 0, 0]⊕ [0, 1, 0,−1]⊕ [0, 0, 1,−1]
In view of proposition 5.15, we make a hange of base B 7→ B′′ = {β ′′1 , β ′′2 , β ′′3} as above.
Then the positive roots are :
(−1, 0, 1, 0) (0, 0,−1, 1) (0, 1, 0,−1) (−1, 0, 0, 1) (0, 1,−1, 0) (−1, 1, 0, 0)
We ompute n+ as in (30) :
n+ = [−1, 0, 0, 1]⊕ [−1, 0, 1, 0]⊕ [−1, 1, 0, 0]⊕ [0, 1, 0,−1]⊕ [0, 0,−1, 1]
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We remark that n+ ontains all the weight spaes assoiated to a simple root β ′′i . Thus
[n+, n+] + n+ = l′′+123
In partiular n+ satises (25) so the H-twistor spae assoiated to n+ is integrable,
isomorphi to SU(4)/(S1)3 ≃ SU(4)C/P123. However, the rst term of the seond
anonial series assoiated to l′′+,
g′′1 = [−1, 0, 1, 0]⊕⊕[0, 1, 0,−1]⊕ [0, 0,−1, 1],
is not inluded in m+ (nor in m−) thus it an't be the bration of degree 3 by our remark
5.16. Yet, the total spae and the base M ≃ SU(4)/S(U(1)× U(1)× U(2)), equipped
with its nearly Kähler struture, are the same. Only the inlusion of SU(4)/(S1)3 into
Z, the Riemannian twistor spae of M , hanges.
6.4. The omplex projetive spae CP (2q + 1). The odd dimensional projetive
spae appears, in this subsetion, as
(34) CP (2q + 1) ≃ Sp(q + 1)/S1 × Sp(q)
The properties of this homogeneous realization are very dierent from those attahed
to the other realization :
(35) CP (n) ≃ SU(n+ 1)/S(U(1)× U(n)),
appearing in the previous example. For example, it is from (34) that CP (2q+1) reveals
the twistor spae of HP (q) ≃ Sp(q+1)/Sp(1)Sp(q). On the other hand, it an be seen
on (35) that CP (n) is a symmetri spae.
Among all the Wolf spaes, the interest of HP (q) is that its Riemannian holonomy
is generi, equal to Sp(1)Sp(q) so it an be used as a model for the study of non
loally symmetri, irreduible, quaternion-Kähler manifolds. Then, the holonomy of ∇
on CP (2q + 1), equal to S1 × Sp(q) (reall 3.5 that the normal onnetion oinides
with the anonial Hermitian onnetion on a 3-symmetri spae) is also generi among
the nearly Kähler manifolds onstruted on the twistor spae of a quaternion-Kähler
manifold with positive salar urvature.
To simplify we will set q = 2, the situation for q = 1 being perhaps too singular. The
other ases q ≥ 3 easily dedue from this one.
The roots of Sp(3) are, in standard oordinates,
(2, 0, 0) (0, 2, 0) (0, 0, 2) (1,−1, 0) (1, 0,−1) (1, 0,−1)
(1, 1, 0) (1, 0, 1) (0, 1, 1) (−2, 0, 0) (0,−2, 0) (0, 0,−2)
(−1, 1, 0) (−1, 0, 1) (−1, 0, 1) (−1,−1, 0) (−1, 0,−1) (0,−1,−1)
We hoose β1 = (1,−1, 0), β2 = (0, 1,−1) and β3 = (0, 0, 2) so that γ = (2, 0, 0). The
twistor spae of HP (3) is CP (5) ≃ Sp(3)C/P23 with omplex struture
l+ = [2, 0, 0]⊕ [1,−1, 0]⊕ [1, 0,−1]⊕ [1, 1, 0]⊕ [1, 0, 1],
and 3-symmetri struture
m+ = [−2, 0, 0]⊕ [1,−1, 0]⊕ [1, 0,−1]⊕ [1, 1, 0]⊕ [1, 0, 1].
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In general we would have, for CP (2q′ + 1),
(36) l+ = [2, 0, . . . , 0]⊕ [1,−1, 0, . . . , 0]⊕ [1, 0,−1, 0, . . . , 0]⊕ . . .⊕ [1, 0, . . . , 0,−1]
⊕ [1, 1, 0, . . . , 0]⊕ [1, 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0]⊕ . . .⊕ [1, 0, . . . , 0, 1]
Let
n+ = [2, 0, 0]⊕ [−1, 1, 0]⊕ [1, 0,−1]⊕ [1, 1, 0]⊕ [1, 0, 1]
We have
[n+, n+]m = [2, 0, 0]⊕ [1, 1, 0], [n+, n+]h = [0, 2, 0]⊕ [0, 1,−1]⊕ [0, 1, 1]
so n+ satises
[n+, n+]m ⊂ n+, and [ [n+, n+]h, n+] = [1, 1, 0] ⊂ n+
It is not diult to remark that [n+, n+]h is isomorphi to (36) for q′ = q − 1 = 1
(it sues to remove the zero in the rst plae). Sine h = k ⊕ [n+, n+]h we have
H/K ≃ CP (3). This observation is to be made for all q. In onlusion, ∀q ≥ 1,
CP (2q + 1) has a omplex twistor spae with bre isomorphi to CP (2q − 1).
7. Twistors spaes of 3-symmetri spaes
The lassiation of Gray and Wolf [30℄ dierentiates between three types of ompat,
simply onneted, 3-symmetri spaes M ≃ G/H .
(i) First, the ase where H is already the entralizer of a torus. Then rankG = rankH
and we an write h = kA. More preisely, there are two subases :
a) A is a singleton : A = {δ} where nδ(γ) = 1 or 2.
b) A has two distint elements δ1, δ2 with nδ1(γ) = nδ1(γ) = 1
Then the onstrution of Burstall, Rawnsley [12℄ applies and M is the twistor spae of
a symmetri spae.
(ii) The two groups G and H have same rank but H is not the entralizer of a torus.
Then, by [30℄, H is a maximal subgroup of G and there exists a simple root δ suh that
nδ(γ) = 3 and (B − {δ}) ∪ {−γ} onstitutes a simple root set for h whih thus equals
(37) hδ = t⊕
⊕
nδ(α)=0
α∈R+
[[gα]]⊕
⊕
nδ(α)=3
[[gα]]
(iii) The third ase orresponds to rankH < rankG. This inludes two exeptionnal
homogeneous spaes Spin(8)/G2 and Spin(8)/SU(3) and an innite family dened by
G = H × H × H and H stands in G as the diagonal subgroup, the xed point set of
the permutation of order 3.
Thus our assumption that the automorphism of order 3 is inner, or equivalently
rank G = rank H , appears not too restritive, sine only the spaes in the last group
fail to satisfy it.
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It is not hard to understand with our formalism what is the 3-symmetri struture
on the ag manifolds in (i). Reall (32) : gr =
⊕
nA(α)=r
gα. But nA(γ) = 1 or 2, for the
highest weight γ, so we an't have nA(α) ≥ 3. Consequently g3 = {0}, H = K i.e. the
bration of degree 3 is trivial and G/H is itself equipped with a 3-symmetri struture
that onsists in hanging the sign of l+ along the vertial subspae, represented by [[g2]]
(see examples 1 and 3).
The three lasses (i)-(iii) an be haraterized in a geometrial way by the holonomy
representation of the intrinsi onnetion ∇. This lue observation has a history that
starts with Reyes Carrión [24℄, arries on with Belgun, Moroianu [4℄ and ends up with
the two artiles of Nagy [21, 22℄. In our ase, sine all manifolds are homogeneous and
the intrinsi onnetion of a nearly Kähler 3-symmetri spae oïnides with the normal
onnetion by proposition 3.5, this is also the isotropy representation.
(i) The deomposition
(38) m = [[g1]]⊕ [[g2]]
is preserved by h so ∇ preserves the horizontal and vertial distributions. Moreover s,
the automorphism of order 3, is an inner automorphism, for 3-symmetri spaes of type
(i) or (ii). Consequently, the invariant subspaes of Ad(H) are stable by s∗ and from
(10), by the anonial almost omplex struture J . Finally, the isotropy representation
of G/H in this ase is omplex reduible (we see tangent spaes as omplex vetor spaes,
identifying i with J at eah point).
(ii) On the other hand, the manifolds in (ii) are exeptional homogeneous spaes known
to be isotropy irreduible. In fat these are the only non symmetri isotropy irreduible
homogeneous spaes G/H suh that rankG = rankH (see orollary 8.13.5 of [29℄).
(iii) Finally the isotropy, or the holonomy representation of ∇ on the spaes of type (iii)
is real reduible i.e. there exists an invariant distribution V suh that TM = V ⊕ JV.
We want to onstrut twistor spaes over the manifolds of the rst two types suh
that the bration G/K → G/H is a bration of degree 3. Aording to setion 5, this
onsists, for (i), in a hange of base suh that the new base satises 5.18. Examples are
given in setion 6. They are G2/S
1 × S1 → G2/U(2) and (33).
As for the manifolds of type (ii), H still has maximal rank so 5.2 applies and we must
look for H-twistor spaes over M among the ag manifolds. In view of the desription
made of h, there is a natural andidate, G/Kδ.
Proposition 7.1. Let M = G/H be an isotropy irreduible 3-symmetri spae where
G is a simple Lie group. There exists a simple root δ suh that nδ(γ) = 3 and the Lie
algebra of H is (37), i.e. H = Hδ. Then G/H is the base of the bration of degree 3
assoiated to pδ. Consequently M has a omplex twistor spae with bre Hδ/Kδ.
Proof. By (32),
hδ = kδ ⊕ [[g3]],
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for the seond anonial series assoiated to pδ. The next term is g
4 = {0} beause
nδ(γ) = 3. Finally h =
⊕
i∈N[[g
3i]] as required. 
8. Conlusion
In the lassiation mentionned in the introdution (see [22℄), we only treated the
ase of 3-symmetri spaes. However our study might be of some help for the remaining
two ases. Indeed, we an see the odd-dimensional omplex projetive spae CP (2q +
1) onsidered in paragraph 6.4 as a model for nearly Kähler manifolds M built on
the twistor spae of a quaternion-Kähler manifold N , just like one uses HP (q), the
quaternioni projetive spae, as a model for the geometry of non loally symmetri
quaternion Kähler irreduible spaes themselves. This is beause their holonomy is
Sp(q)Sp(1), the isotropy of HP (q), from Berger's lassiation [5℄. Thus, the holonomy
of ∇ on M is S1 × Sp(q) and equals the isotropy of CP (2q + 1). The study of M gives
informations on the quaternion-Kähler manifold N . For example, if M is 3-symmetri,
N is a symmetri spae. Another interesting fat (see [26℄) is that minimal surfaes in
N are projetions of holomorphi urves in M with respet to the nearly Kähler almost
omplex struture.
In the same manner, we an think of manifolds of the third lass (i.e. non loally
3-symmetri 6-dimensional nearly Kähler manifolds) as modelled on S6 ≃ G2/SU(3).
Indeed, let M be a 6-dimensional omplete nearly Kähler manifold. It was shown by
Belgun, Moroianu [4℄ that if the holonomy representation of the intrinsi onnetion ∇
is omplex reduible, i.e. if the holonomy group is a subgroup of U(1) × U(2), M is
isomorphi to CP (3) or F3, the spae of omplex ags in C3, and by Nagy [22℄ that if the
holonomy representation is real reduible, M is isomorphi to S3 × S3. In partiular,
M is 3-symmetri in both ases. Thus the holonomy representation of non loally
3-symmetri, 6-dimensional, nearly Kähler manifolds is irreduible. Equivalently, the
holonomy group of ∇ is SU(3), like for the sphere S6. However, twistor spaes over
6-dimensional nearly Kähler manifolds have no ompatible omplex struture, exept
for S6 (see [10℄).
It was notied several times that dimension 6 is ruial, in the study of nearly Kähler
manifolds (for instane, nearly Kähler manifolds in dimension 6 are Einstein, see [19℄,
and their one has holonomy G2, see [3℄). In the ontext of the present artile we
make the remark that it is already representative of Gray and Wolf's lassiation of
3-symmetri spaes revisited in setion 7. Indeed it supplies examples for the three
lasses : S6 is isotropy irreduible, CP (3), F3 are the twistor spaes of 4-dimensional
symmetri spaes S4 and CP (2), and nally S3×S3 ≃ SU(2)×SU(2)×SU(2)/SU(2)
is a representative of the third lass.
The rst example of a generalization of the theory of twistor spaes on four dimen-
sional manifolds involving G-strutures is due to Salamon [25℄ for G = Sp(q)Sp(1). It
already makes plae for G-manifolds with torsion. Indeed, to admit a omplex twistor
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spae with bre CP (1), an Sp(q)Sp(1)-manifold need not be quaternion-Kähler, it is
enough to be quaternioni, i.e. 3 only of the 6 omponents of the intrinsi torsion
(the tensor that measures the failure, for the holonomy, to redue to G, or for the
G-struture to be 1-at, in the terminology of [8℄) vanish. Thus, quaternioni man-
ifolds are Sp(q)Sp(1)-manifolds with torsion. However these 3 omponents represent
the intrinsi torsion of the underlying GL(q,H)Sp(1)-manifold (see [27℄, hapter 9) so
"quaternioni" means also that the GL(q,H)Sp(1)-struture is 1-at and the existene
of a omplex twistor spae depends again on the existene of a torsion-free onnetion,
whih doesn't seem to be the ase here.
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